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White-out blows through Spring Music Tour
Erika Buiter -- Staff Writer

Friday, March 8: Over 80 sleepy students
trickled into the hallways of the B.J. Haan,
trailing luggage, pillows and backpacks.
Percussion instruments pushed through clogged
groups of people to fill up an impossibly small
Rent-All trailer, while brass instruments and
more disappeared into the bowels of a Windstar
bus. Chaos, chatter and questions flew—and
then, half an hour late, the students boarded the
busses.
But the hectic start of the 2019 Spring Concert
Band and Chamber Orchestra Tour would be
nothing compared to the following week.
The tour began with a performance at Dakota
Christian School in Corsica, South Dakota,
where students experienced their first nights
with host families. Senior Kylie Van Wyhe, a
violinist, stayed with the Bentz family in Platte,
South Dakota, along with four other girls.
“They were very friendly and they made
homemade monkey bread,” Van Wyhe said.
With one concert under their belts, students
buckled up for two long days on the road. The
busses planned to drive to Layton, Utah, on
Saturday, and then to Boise, Idaho, on Sunday,
but South Dakota’s weather had other plans.

On Saturday, March 9, strong winds and
ditches full of snow created whiteout conditions
on the roads, forcing the drivers to make an
unplanned two-hour stop in Martin, South
Dakota. A town of around 1,000 people
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located near the Pine Ridge reservation,
Martin witnessed Dordt students swarming
convenience stores, a Family Dollar and even
a small bar before being herded into a local
gymnasium to wait out the wind.

“We played Spicy Uno in the community
center,” Van Wyhe said. “The most sketchy
thing was walking around downtown. I got a
huge glass of pop for 89 cents. That was a big
moment in my life.”
At 4:00 pm, the sun shone and the winds died,
but even as the busses made their way back onto
the road, other problems were brewing. Now
several hours behind schedule, making it to
Layton, Utah, was out of the question. Firsttime tour directors Susan De Jong and Daniel
Baldwin were faced with a near-impossible
task: Find a hotel in Casper, Wyoming, that
could hold more than 80 students on short
notice.
And the problems only compounded. The
Windstar bus drivers had regulations to follow,
including switching to new drivers in Casper.
If they couldn’t make it in time, the tour would
be stranded.
“I was definitely stressed on Saturday,”
sophomore clarinetist Kaysha Steiger said. “I
was nervous about the weather before leaving
on tour. I was like, ‘This isn’t going to go well,’
and it wasn’t the most ideal situation.”
De Jong and Baldwin found a Super 8 in
Casper, and a new plan took shape: The tour
Continued on page 3

How Dordt heats up in winter Faith, family, and football
Yee Lim Shin-- Staff Writer

Think back to the time when snow was
falling and the temperatures hit the negatives.
Everything outside was white while the inside
was nice and warm. The warmth was all due to
Dordt’s heating and cooling systems.
Dordt has two main systems: the boiler
systems near the Maintenance area, and the
geothermal system in Kuyper Apartments.
The main boiler system is run by a fire tube
boiler, where hot gas passes from a fire into
different types of tubes and runs through a
sealed container of water. It runs off natural gas
but can also run off fuel.
“We treat the water with chemicals just to
keep the scale off our tubes, because the less
buildup we have on the tubes, the more efficient
the boiler is,” maintenance boiler operator Josh
Pluim said. Workers test the water in the boilers
every day to make sure it is balanced and can be
reused in the boilers.
The fire tube boiler sends hot water and steam
to eight different buildings on campus. Steam
goes from the boilers to East Hall, West Hall,
North Hall and the Commons through tunnels
and tubes which connect to radiators for
circulation in each room.
The Classroom Building, Science Building,
Campus Center and B.J. Haan get hot water and

steam through a different set of tunnels with a
similar setup.
The rest of the buildings—Kuyper Apartments,
Covenant Hall, Southview Apartments and
East Campus Apartments—have their own hot
water systems in their basements, which are
controlled through climate control systems.
These systems are managed by Maintenance
and have temperature set points that are
monitored in each room.
“All of these controls are monitored and
programmed from a computer and also
smartphone access,” main tech technician Paul
Kroeze said.
Covenant Hall and Southview Apartments
have their own hot water boiler systems in their
buildings. The unit for heating and cooling
with an adjustable sensor that goes that can
be adjusted four degrees above or below the
default temperature set by maintenance.
Kuyper Apartments has 80 wells and heat
pumps in its basement that send water to each
apartment. This system, too, can be controlled
within the same range of eight degrees.
All of these heating and cooling systems
at Dordt are sustained by the Maintenance
department to make sure the rooms and
buildings are energy efficient and at their right
temperatures.
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Sam Landstra -- Staff Writer

The Dordt Commons bustles with activity on
a Friday night. Students talk of weekend plans
in front of full plates of food. Recently-hired
Discipleship Coordinator Sam Ashmore eats
at an eight-person table with his wife Gale and
18-month-old son Zion. Growing tired of his
dinner, Zion begins exploring the tables and
chairs around him while donning a Dak Prescott
Dallas Cowboys jersey.
Evenings like these are not uncommon for
the Ashmore family, who dine at the Commons
once every couple of weeks. The buffet-style
dining allows them to forego cooking for
themselves.
“We want to be where students and community
are,” Sam said. “If that means going to the
Commons to have conversations with students
as a family, that is something we love to do.”
Ten months earlier in late April, Ashmore
received a text from Dean of Chapel Aaron
Baart regarding an open position in Campus
Ministries. “Is this still Sam Ashmore’s
number?” the message read.
“At first it was kind of an immediate no,” Gale
said.
At the time, the Ashmores lived in his
childhood town of Arlington, Texas, where
Sam worked as a student pastor for junior high
and high school students, and Gale taught at
Pantego Christian Academy. However, after
continued prayer and consideration, the two
felt God calling them to Dordt College. In late
October, Sam officially started at Dordt.
A town of 7,500, Sioux Center pales in
comparison to Arlington’s population of
nearly 400,000. The vibrant city life, countless
restaurants and multiple professional sports
teams, including Sam’s favorite Dallas
Cowboys, provided for a lifestyle that was “go,
go, go… spend, spend, spend,” Gale said. In
Sioux Center, the Ashmores have come to enjoy

the slower pace of life and small town culture.
“To raise a family in this community was a
big appeal,” Sam said. In addition to Zion, the
Ashmores are expecting a fourth member of the
family in August.
On a cold and windy November morning,
Sam delivers his first chapel at Dordt in the
BJ Haan Auditorium. Reading from Psalm 92,
Sam discusses God’s desire for His children to
rest— a rest he has been craving throughout a
busy moving process.
“That was a hard transition,” Sam said. “We
had a great community of friends in Texas… in
some ways we are going to have to start that
over.”
The Sioux Center community is not completely
foreign to the Ashmores, however. Gale grew
up in Sioux Center and the two attended Dordt
College together. Sam and Gale first met in
2010 at the beginning of the year East Campus
Block Party. A freshman at the time, Sam
recalls thinking sophomore Gale was “the most
beautiful human I had ever seen.” However,
Gale does not remember this first interaction.
The two ended up finding themselves in the
same friend group and married four years later
after Sam graduated in the summer of 2014.
Majoring in Theology with an emphasis
on Biblical Studies and Missions, Sam also
continued his passion for football at Dordt.
Positioned at outside linebacker for three
years, injuries forced Sam to move to inside
linebacker his senior year where a broken leg
and dislocated ankle kept him on the sidelines
for much of the season.
During Sam’s junior year, his father attended
every single one of his games—driving twelve
hours from Arlington weekly. Sam hopes to
model the active presence his father exhibited
with his own son.
“I love watching Sam be a dad,” Gale said.
“He has an amazing balance of being fun and
Continued on page 6
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Stress in college students
Danielle Schultz -- Staff Writer

It was midterms week—Wednesday night at
10:50 p.m., when Dordt junior Julius Mwale
woke up from his three-hour nap. It was the
only sleep he would be getting that night,
thanks to the four papers and three exams he
had scattered throughout the rest of the week.
Down in Southview’s computer lab, Julius
decided to start on the biggest assignment
first: a six-page paper for microbiology. Five
hours and lots of research later, that paper was
completed. At this point in the night, though,
Julius was beginning to feel tired. He took a
shower to revitalize himself for his next project:
a three-page biology paper.
The rest of the night brought more homework
mixed with yet another shower and a coffee
break to stay awake. Julius left for his 8 am
class like usual, but it would take two more
nights to complete the rest of his workload.
Over those three nights, he would only get nine
hours of sleep.
This is the story of many college students,
especially during midterms, when stress is
high. MedlinePlus defines stress as a “feeling
of emotional or physical tension [that comes]
from any event or thought that makes you
feel frustrated, angry, or nervous.” All college
students are familiar with stress and many even
see it as normal. In the last decade, however,
universities have reported growing levels of
stress among college students.
First, it is important to distinguish between
negative and positive stress, said Dordt director
of student health and counseling Beth Baas.
There are two categories of stress: acute stress
and chronic stress. Acute stress is short-term
and situational, while chronic stress is longterm and lasting.

Acute stress is something every person will
experience at some point in their life, and it
often has positive effects, like motivating you
to complete an assignment on time or helping
you to avoid danger. In contrast, chronic stress
is a result of a bigger problem and often brings
negative effects, like the development of
physical illness, anxiety or increased conflict.
The mixture of acute and chronic stress may
also cause problems.
“You might feel like…you’re managing
your big stressors fine—relationships that
are difficult, maybe a money situation—but
then you get that big build up of those little
stressors—“little” being term papers that are all
due in the same day, and finals a week later—
and that makes you not able to handle the big
stuff,” Baas said. “That’s kind of the straw that
broke the camel’s back.”
But are stress levels in college students really
growing?
Looking back, overall stress levels for college
students between 2010 and 2015 rose 30 percent,
according to the American Psychological
Association. Through their National College
Health Assessment in 2015, the American
College Health Association reported that three
out of four college students (32.2 percent) had
experienced “at least one stressful life event in
the last year.”
But this trend of growing stress levels in
college students was not reflected at Dordt
during those years. According to Baas, Dordt
participated in the National College Health
Assessment in 2006 and 2015. In 2006, when
students were asked if they felt that their
academic performance was impacted by stress
in a negative way, 26.1 percent said “yes.” In
2015, only 23.7 percent answered the same.
These results may have been due to an

increased awareness of mental health. Like
other university counseling centers at the
time, Dordt’s Student Health and Counseling
services stepped up to meet the growing needs
of students across campus. Today, Dordt’s
two counselors encourage students to manage
stress by developing a healthy lifestyle that
includes balanced eating and exercising, time
management, fun, relaxation techniques and
positive thoughts and attitudes. Unhealthy
ways of coping with stress, such as drinking,
procrastinating, or over-sleeping, are replaced
with healthier activities, such as listening to
music, playing with a pet, or catching up with
friends.
One way Dordt has specifically differentiated
its counseling and health services from other
universities can be seen in its waitlist length.
While other colleges often waitlist students up
to a month for counseling services, the waitlist
for Dordt is only one to two weeks. Just this
year, Dordt also increased the number of
counseling hours available to students to meet
new demands.
Looking at more current reports, growing
levels of stress alone in college students seems to
have slowed. A 2017 report from Pennsylvania
State University instead states that the growth
of anxiety and depression in college students
has become a new trend. Because anxiety and
depression are often a product of stress, it is
hard to tell how deeply the two are interrelated.
The National College Health Assessment for
the Fall of 2018, which Dordt did not participate
in, recently reported that 34.1 percent of
students experienced stress that had impacted
their academic performance. This number has
not changed much since 2015’s 32.2 percent,
which supports the conclusion that stress in
college students is no longer growing at such

a fast rate.
Ultimately, Dordt hopes to combat stress by
preparing students, especially those studying
social work or psychology, to help others in the
future.
“If you are a human being living before the
face of God, you are going to have stressors,”
Dordt psychology professor Mark Christians
said. “What I am trying to teach our students is
that you can’t always eliminate the stressors, but
you can control how you respond to the stress.
Stress doesn’t have to be an uncontrollable
outcome that simply wreaks havoc on our life.”
Christians notes that three healthy responses
to stress include practicing new coping skills,
mentally preparing for the stressor and repeating
healthy coping exercises and social interactions.
These responses often help make a new stressor
ordinary and un-stressful. Because every person
is unique, it is important to remember that
individuals will respond to the same stressors
in different ways depending on past experiences
and cognitive interpretations.
This is also true of midterms week. All
students can relate to a flood of papers and tests,
but each one deals with it differently. While
some students plan out their assignments weeks
ahead of time, other students, like Julius, find
themselves staying up late scrambling to finish
huge assignments before class. Either way, it is
often hard, or even impossible, for students to
prevent stress during that time.
“The day I reach a breaking point,” Mwale
said, “I’ll go to Dordt Student Health and
Counseling. I know this is definitely not healthy,
but it works and so long as it keeps working…”
He shrugged.

Bernie Sanders: from dark horse to revolutionary lion
Harrison Burns -- Staff Writer

April 2015. Hillary Clinton announces she
is running for president, solidifying herself as
the undisputed frontrunner for the Democratic
nomination. Her only democratic challenger is
a largely unknown senator from Vermont.
One year later, and Clinton’s 50-point lead
among Democratic voters has been cut down as
low as 2 points in an April 2016 NBC/WSJ poll.
By the end of the primary, this sole challenger
had nearly defeated Clinton with 23 states won
and 1,846 pledged delegates. The senator was
named Bernie Sanders, now a household name
in political discourse and viewed by many as
the new face of today’s democratic party.
“He got a tiger by the tail. All of a sudden,
he emerges on the scene and he became an
immediate legend. People didn’t know who
he was,” Sander’s supporter RoseAnn DeMoro
said to USA Today during his 2016 run.

With Sanders just announcing his second run
for the Democratic nomination, the senator aims
to succeed in 2020 where he fell short in 2016.
Throughout the 1970’s, Sanders ran for
office a total of four times, twice for the office
of Vermont governor and twice for Vermont
senator, all unsuccessfully. Finally, in 1981,
he was elected mayor of Burlington, Vermont,
winning by a narrow 10 votes as an independent.
He continued as mayor for four terms until
being elected into the House of Representatives
for another eight terms. In 2007, Sanders was
elected to the position of senator, a position he
still holds.
Sanders’ persistence in climbing up the
political food chain is now paying off, as he
has become the de facto leader of the modern
Progressive movement. As Sanders grows
in name recognition, so does the fervor of his
supporters. Within just 24 hours of announcing
his 2020 bid for the presidency, the senator
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raised almost 6 million dollars for his campaign,
a record just recently broken by Beto O’Rourke.
This massive haul was solely from smalldollar donations, with over 200,000 individual
contributors.
Beyond his monetary victories, Bernie takes
his place as a major frontrunner in every major
poll between the candidates who are currently
running. Joe Biden, who has yet to announce
his campaign at the time of writing, is the only
Democrat who currently tops Sanders.
Sanders bolsters this energetic support from
his base, comprised primarily of younger
people. During the 2016 primaries, Sanders
received more votes from 18- to 29-year-old
minorities than Clinton and Trump combined.
He received 70 percent of the youth vote over
Clinton in 2016.
The senator’s meteoric rise mirrors Donald
Trump’s 2016 ascension. While the two
candidates are opposites in policy, they are
politically unified in their embrace of populism.
Just as Trump shattered the normative campaign
process with his brash demeanor, Sanders’
unpolished gruffness and anti-establishment
rhetoric made him an effective foil to Clinton’s
calculated image. Both Trump and Sanders
tapped into the anger felt by middle-class
working Americans against the establishment
and a “rigged economy,” creating populist
revolutions in each party.
“My hope is that when future historians
look back and describe how our country moved
forward into reversing the drift toward oligarchy,
and created a government which represents all
the people and not just the few,” Sanders said,
“they will note that, to a significant degree, that
effort began with the political revolution of
2016.”
Though Clinton did win the nomination in
2016, Sanders has proved victorious in the
ideological battle. Many of the policies Sanders
was pushing that were once considered fringe
are now being embraced by both the public
and candidates. Sanders’ refusal to receive any
corporate Super-PAC money has become the
new default position of a democratic candidate,
as has the issue of Medicare-for-All, following

Sanders’ insistence on Medicare as a right.
Nearly every progressive policy (free college,
living wage, climate change, campaign reform,
etc.) has been welcomed by usually centrist
candidates like Kamala Harris and Cory
Booker, a shift that can be traced to Sanders’
monumental influence in the 2016 election.
This shift to the left in the Democratic party
has been demonstrated with more DemocraticSocialist politicians rising and following
Sanders lead, most prominently Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez. The policies behind these new
Sanders-type politicians are also growing in
popularity, as seen in the 2018 Reuters–Ipsos
poll showing an 70% support of Medicare-forAll by Americans compared to a 2015 Kaiser
Health Tracking poll showing 58% support, a
12-point increase.
However, Sanders’ ride to the White House
is not without its obstacles. He faces cries of
sexism within certain leftist circles after the
New York Times story of sexual assault by
lower-level employees within his campaign.
While Sanders’ name recognition has increased,
so to have his unfavorable characteristics. A
NBC/WSJ poll that tested 11 presidential
characteristics, found the two least popular
traits were “over 75 years old” and “socialist,”
two of the most defining traits of his candidacy.
Overcoming these undesirable characteristics
and the stark divisions between the factions
in the Democratic party will be the major
challenges of his campaign.
March 2019. Sanders stands in the cold of
Chicago, just a few blocks from where he was
born, surrounded by 12,000 supporters. With
this rally, he launches his 2020 campaign, driven
by the same stubbornness that has propelled the
rest of his political career.
At the rally on March 3, Sanders articulated
his central message: “Real change never takes
place from the top on down. It always takes
place from the bottom on up.”
With one more shot at the presidency,
American politics is about to “feel the Bern” for
another election cycle.
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(cont.) spring music tour

Erika Buiter -- Staff Writer

Continued from page 1
would have to cancel a church performance
on Sunday, and the new drivers would meet the
busses outside of Casper. The group arrived late,
tired and hungry. After claiming their rooms,
33 students filled up an IHOP to get supper.
Steiger kept the group entertained by
introducing them to the “lemon eating club” at
IHOP.
“It’s when you eat the whole lemon, including
the rind, that’s provided in your water,” Steiger
said.
“Just as we put the lemons in our mouth, the
waitress showed up,” sophomore cellist Daniel
Munson said. “I thought it was really funny
‘cause we couldn’t order and she looked at us
weird.”
Afterwards, students sang “Thank You,
Friends”, a time-honored tour tradition when
students sing to the hosts that provide them with
food on their stops.
“Unfortunately, we scared the living daylights
out of the waitress after pounding on the table
during our song,” Van Wyhe.
The next morning, students emerged rested,
refreshed, and nourished. With a 10-plus hour
drive remaining, there wouldn’t be time for
long stops on the way to Boise, Idaho.
Then the replacement bus drivers hit a deer.
“You just can’t make this stuff up,” De Jong
said.
Effectively stopped until new drivers Henry
and Jason could get a new rental car and
continue on their way, the busses stayed at a
standstill for more than an hour. But they made
it—and despite the setback, the students arrived
at their host families in Boise.
When Steiger entered her host family’s home,
she discovered a trove of taxidermy.
“I first saw an African Gazelle in their living
room, and then we get into the bonus room
and there were animals from all over,” Steiger
said. “There was a very large grizzly bear in
this room, which was where I slept, so every
once in a while I’d wake up and see the looming
shadow of the bear. It was fun.”
With the first three hectic days done, the
remaining seven days of tour stretched out
in front of the group: six concerts and two
assemblies to go.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday featured
performances in Sunnyside, Shoreline and
Lynden, Washington, with a stop for free time
in downtown Seattle.
“I found a non-tourist-trap fish market,”
senior cellist Micah Adams said. “They had the
best clam chowder I’ve ever had.”
“We were walking along the boardwalk and
we saw this guy fishing,” senior cellist Ellie
Steensma said. “He said he was fishing for
metal, and all of the sudden he pulls up a chair
out of the water! Seattle is weird.”
Thursday, March 14, brought a new stop
and new connections. Both South Dakota and
Washington have areas filled with Dordt alumni
and current students, but Hood River, Oregon,
only has one connection to Dordt: the Ryans.
Locally famous for their apple cider, the Ryan
twins, James David and Sarah, are the only
students in their area to attend Dordt.

Three couches and acres of floor space: These
are the first things a student might notice in
Dean of Chapel Aaron Baart’s office. The
second is Baart himself—tall, good-natured,
and the face of campus ministry at Dordt.
Nine years ago, Baart wasn’t so sure he
wanted to be that face.
“I was the first pastor of Bridge of Hope in
town, and I was there for five years,” Baart said.
“The church plant was growing, there was lots
of great stuff going on, and I had never thought
about campus ministry.”
Dordt asked Baart if he’d like to apply to be
their Dean of Chapel. Baart declined. Dordt
asked again. After agreeing to take on chapel for
a year, Baart developed relationships at Dordt.
“It wouldn’t leave me alone,” Baart said.
“There was something about it that felt really
right.”
The next time Dordt asked, Baart said yes.
Today, among many other things, he preaches
regularly in chapel, offers pastoral guidance to
students, oversees Campus Ministries, serves
on the president’s cabinet and involves himself
in Dordt’s diverse faith community.
“I think we are still in a season of incredible
change,” Baart said.
When it comes to faith at Dordt, the Christian
Reformed Church (CRC) and other Reformed
denominations have always supplied the
majority of students attending—but that
majority is losing ground.
According to institutional research available
on DCC, “Reformed” student enrollment has
decreased from around 75% in 2007 to closer to
60% in 2017. The denominations making up the
“Reformed” data include the CRC, Protestant
Reformed Church, Netherlands Reformed
Church, United Reformed Church, Canadian
Reformed Church, and more. Baart notes that of
the “Reformed” churches, the CRC has had “the
biggest difference in the past number of years.”
In contrast, “non-Reformed” student
enrollment has risen considerably: from around
23% in 2007 to 40% in 2017. This includes
students who are Baptist, Catholic, Lutheran,

Methodist, Evangelical Free and more.
“I didn’t know about Dordt for most of my
life, but we had a couple of youth group leaders
who came. They loved it,” freshman English
major Anthony Siegrist said. He comes from an
Evangelical Free denominational background.
Siegrist and his twin brother, Austin, initially
had plans to attend Iowa State, but decided to
visit Dordt for the heck of it.
“We just got this feeling that we were supposed
to come here,” Siegrist said.
Without knowing the depth of Dordt’s
Reformed background, Siegrist and his twin
packed up and made the move from Wesley,
Iowa, to Sioux Center.
“You don’t really get how Reformed it truly
is until you come here,” Siegrist said. Parts of
worship that Reformed congregations take for
granted were entirely new for Siegrist, such as
saying, “This is the word of the Lord; thanks be
to God” after reading scripture.
“I never experienced something like that
before. I was like, ‘Is this a cult?’” Siegrist
said, laughing. “Like, ‘What’s going on? We’re
chanting?’ That’s not a big deal, but it was
the first impression I had that this was a little
different.”
After attending an outdoor sermon at Bethel
CRC with his parents and twin brother, Siegrist
started to become more comfortable around
Reformed services.
“I came with a little bit of animosity. I didn’t
want to be too easily swayed, but what I
believe in my church compared to here is very
compatible,” Siegrist said. “The only big things
that distinguish the Evangelical church and
the Reformed church are infant baptism and
predestination.”
Those two differences have created plenty of
good conversations and questions for Siegrist,
and the new opinions he brings to the table
can help broaden Dordt’s perspective as a
whole. Though differences in faith can bring
challenges, Dordt’s community is able to grow
though them and learn from them.
“I think it’s made our spiritual climate on
campus much richer,” Baart said.
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“I think the audience was really engaged
in the music and it was heartwarming to see
people excited about it,” Van Wyhe said. “Our
cello soloist, Jaren Brue, got a standing ovation
for his boss cello solo.”
Several groups of students stayed in mountain
cabins owned by the Ryans, giving them an
especially beautiful view of Mt. Hood. But
despite the relative peace of the weekdays,
problems lurked beneath the surface.
During the Meridian, Idaho concert, a
violinist’s bow snapped right before a song
began, and a nasty cold left bus driver Jason
unable to continue. And then the replacement
driver missed his flight in Vegas.
“I didn’t mind it too much, I just thought it
was kinda funny,” senior contrabass clarinetist
Ben Noble said.
Forced to leave one Windstar bus behind in
Idaho, coincidence granted the tour a temporary
bus and driver—Paul, a retired law enforcement
officer. Thanks to his driving, the tour made it
to Blackfoot, Idaho, where they reloaded into
yet another replacement bus. The tight driving
schedule resulted in the tour getting to their
destination of Manhattan, Montana, an hour and
a half before concert time.
“I thought our performance was better than
the Boise concert for sure,” Noble said.
“I felt melancholy about it being the last
concert of the tour,” Adams said. “For having
no prep time, it went exceptionally well,
although it wasn’t our best concert.”
With the final tour concert over, students
loaded up the busses on Sunday. Thirteen hours
stood between them and home, plus a stop at
Mt. Rushmore, which put their ETA at around
2:30 or 3:00 a.m. Monday morning. Polled by
Baldwin and De Jong, students overwhelmingly
voted to skip Rushmore. With only a few stops
for food and yet another bus and driver change,
the tour rolled into Dordt at 1:00 a.m.
Eight drivers, seven concerts, five busses, and
three assemblies later, the band and orchestra
disappeared to their dorms and apartments.
They will perform their tour pieces one last time
at their homecoming concert on Friday, March
22.
“For the most part, I really enjoyed this trip,”
Noble said.

Colorado Springs: good work
Yee Lim Shin -- Staff Writer

What good is work and what is good work?
These were the underlying questions asked
during the PLIA trip in Colorado Springs.
The two organizations that we worked with
were the Evangelical Christian Academy
(ECA) and Summit Ministries. The ECA, an
accredited K-12 Christian school in Colorado
Springs, offered a Christian perspective for
students to thrive in. Summit Ministries, a
conference program, provided a place for
Christians to explore the hard questions and
topics of Christianity, guiding and showing
them how to face the different worldview issues
in society today.
During our PLIA trip, we were encouraged

to explore the meaning of work, and what it
should look like in the lives of Christians.
While painting, taking down beds, leveling out
the ground with rocks, mulching or putting up
beds, we were told to think about the true work
God created us to do and how we should carry
it out in this world.
Every morning before working at the Summit
Ministries, we had devotions, discussing
Creation, Fall, Redemption and Restoration,
and how work was connected to all of them.  
Work was not something created after the Fall,
but was something God gave us to do from the
beginning: tending the Garden and ruling over
everything in it. God created everything in this
world and said it was good. Everything we did,
from mulching to team-building was considered

work.
We are called to shape the culture we live
in today, especially in how it perceives work,
through our thoughts and actions. The gospel
said that we absolutely need each other, and that
no work should be considered above another
kind of work.  
We integrated PLIA’s theme of “What is
love?” into our main theme in Colorado Springs
by connecting love with work. We saw that
work was not just your job, but everything you
did. Work was good and created by God. By
working hard in whatever we did, we were
sharing our faith and God’s love to those who
saw that the way we worked was different.  
Photo by Alexa DeRuyter
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Laura Andersen
Northanger Abbey
Harrison Burns -- Staff Writer
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The months before the Dordt production
of Northanger Abbey contained a myriad of
rehearsals. From the tech-only “dry run” to the
multiple dress rehearsals where cast and crew
practiced all the moving pieces together for the
first time, over 40 people are involved in the
process of performing the show.
Leading all these rehearsals and design
meetings was director Laura Andersen, who
guided the production from picking the script to
the final performance on March 2.
Andersen is a theatre professor and Technical
Director of the Dordt theatre program. She
teaches many of technical theatre classes
including scenic, lighting and sound design.
She oversees the design aspects of each show
performed by Dordt, often advising many of the
individual student designers every semester.
Her connection to Dordt traces back to when
she attended the college as a student and studied
theatre in the same program she now teaches.
Before graduating, she directed a children’s
show called The Somewhat True Tale of Robin
Hood for her senior show in 2006.
Since her hire in May of 2013, Andersen has
solely focused on the technical aspects of shows.
However, she launched into directing the 2019
spring mainstage when the opportunity opened.
“I started thinking, I haven’t directed in a bit,
and I enjoy directing, so I posed the idea to the
department and they said that would be great,”
Andersen said.
After looking through scripts, she ended up
choosing an adaptation of her favorite Jane
Austen novel, Northanger Abbey, a satirical
drama experimenting with British and Gothic
stereotypes.
“I think it’s the mixture of the Regency and
the Gothic that really grabbed me,” Andersen
said. “[and Austen’s] sarcasm and wit that I feel
is just a little bit more in Northanger than it is in
some of her other works,”
The first official production meeting took
place on November 12, almost four months

directed Harriet Tubman musical
Evangeline Colarossi -- Staff Writer

before opening weekend. Those four months
became one of Andersen’s busiest periods in her
time at Dordt, juggling both her responsibilities
as head director and Technical Director of the
spring mainstage, while also teaching classes
and helping organize the department’s move to
a new building.
Auditions were the first major hurdle in this
challenge, as it was Andersen’s first opportunity
in the production to work with actors.
“I was really nervous going into auditions…
having to lead this thing that I haven’t done in
a while was a little bit nerve-racking,” she said.
“The prayer that we said at the beginning of
auditions was just as much for me as it was for
the actors.”
As the production continued, however, these
directing aspects ended up being some of the
most enjoyable moments for Andersen.
Junior Michael Gaul was one of the actors
who worked with Laura, playing Captain Tilney
in Northanger Abbey, his first college show.
“I didn’t know much about what it took to put
on a show to the scale of Northanger… Laura
was very patient with actors, she had a good
vision for how she wanted things to be, but she
also allowed actor input,” Gaul said.
Laura’s months of collaboration, leading
and planning finally paid off when Northanger
Abbey premiered. The show had five
performances at the end of February and
received positive feedback.
“I left feeling really good about the time I
spent watching it,” junior Caitie Fagen said.
“The acting was all great and I enjoyed the
dance scenes.”
After almost a year of preparing for the
show, Laura celebrated the show’s close by
hosting the cast party at her home after the last
performance. She is looking forward to her
future projects in the department and said she
would love to direct a Dordt play again.

The Jonas Brothers have recently reclaimed
the hearts and minds of their fans who loved
their music. The band’s release of their new
single, “Sucker,” ended their six-year hiatus.
But the accompanying music video is garnering
more comments about its content than the song
itself.
The video shows brothers Kevin, Nick
and Joe alongside their wives and fiancée—
Danielle Jonas (née Deleasa), Priyanka Chopra,
and Sophie Turner— lounging in an English
countryside mansion.
Members of the family sunbathe in the library,
ride a bike through the garden, hedge bushes in
the courtyard and enjoy a tea party in the lawn,
all while the song plays in the background.
“Sucker” begins with Nick Jonas singing,
“We go together / Better than birds of a feather,

The Virginia Repertoire Theatre, a traveling
acting troupe based out of Richmond, made
Dordt College their last stop on their tour
on Monday, January 11. They performed the
musical Harriet Tubman and the Underground
Railroad in the early afternoon, with a turnout
that filled two-thirds of the B.J. Haan.
Harriet Tubman, a slave in the 1800s, decided
to run away from her master in 1849 and head
north. After crossing the border, a friend named
Estelle told her about the Underground Railroad.
After she became one of the conductors,
Tubman traveled south to bring slaves north.
She used common songs and hymns as codes
to warn travelling slaves of immediate danger,
saving 756 people from slavery. Tubman’s
story conveys her as a “Moses” of her people.
The cast of five held a question-and-answer
session for the audience after their performance,
in which they melded different scenes and
locations while conveying different stories
through acting.
The narration constantly changed between
each performer as they shared their storytelling
skills through various voices. The musical
finished with the ringing lines of “the test of
what you think is what you’ll do. What happens
next, what happens now, is up to you.”
The actors on tour included Charlotte Topp,

Captain Marvel shoots for the
stars
Emma Stoltzfus -- Staff Writer
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Are the Jonas Brothers finally
back?
Evangeline Colarossi -- Staff Writer

Photo by Evangline Colarossi

you and me,” as the camera pans out to show
Danielle and Sophie in lawn chairs. Then
Priyanka leans in to Nick for a brief yet intimate
moment.
Unlike their past songs, which any single lover
can relate to, this song alludes to a new direction
for the band, where they promote the love they
find in marriage. The song has leapt to the
number one position on the Billboard Hot 100
songs chart (as of March 16), indicating that,
regardless of time, people are still “Suckers” for
the loveable Jonas Brothers.
“When the Jonas Brothers were really
popular, I was in about in the 3rd grade. I didn’t
think about them romantically,” freshman
Juliana Tien said. “I still don’t think of them
romantically. I am just happy that the brothers
are back together. ‘Sucker’ isn’t their greatest,
but I have high hopes that better songs will
come.”

Nora Ogunleye, Chris Craige, Olivia Jones,
and Cameron Smith. Elementary students from
Kinsey Elementary and Sioux Center Christian
School claimed most of the seating, while older
locals filled in the rest of the audience.
The crew began to learn the lines,
choreography, stage cues and songs at the
start of January and spent two weeks on
memorization and practice. Since then, they
have brought the show on the road across many
states. The performers work full time for the
theatre. Each day, they work on their current or
future performances from 9-5.
“It’s difficult having a friend [in the play] use
the N-word to me and be mean about it several
times a week,” Jones said. Since the audience
was primarily students, the actors omitted this
phrase, but said they do use it during most of
their performances for authenticity.
“This play gives such a powerful message
about doing the right thing in the midst of
animosity,” Ogunleye said. The actors believe
this play can show an audience of all ages how
to make the right choices in any situation.
The troop returned to Virginia after its Dordt
performance to switch out sets, costumes, and
crew members. The following Friday, they will
start touring the play Stuart Little.

Filled with chuckle-inducing one-liners, sleek
action scenes and backstory gems for fans,
Captain Marvel is a perfect balance of humor
and heart.
In the movie, Captain Marvel (Brie Larson)
battles green-skinned aliens on Earth as she
attempts to unlock her past.
Also making appearances are much younger
and less-scarred versions of Nick Fury (Samuel
L. Jackson) and Phil Coulson (Clark Gregg),
both S.H.I.E.L.D. agents and longtime fan
favorites.
Directed by Anna Boden and Ryan Fleck,
Captain Marvel exceeds expectations. While
some viewers might cringe from what could
have been another space movie filled with
gags and throwbacks like Marvel’s Guardians
of the Galaxy, Captain Marvel rises above and
delivers. A few inside jokes will have true fans
blowing their minds, but the humor is kept to a
manageable level and isn’t overt. While there
are throwback references found throughout,
they manage to remain tasteful and serve to
time stamp the movie firmly in the ‘90s.
The movie’s website even threw it back to
an era only ‘90s kids remember. Jammed with
popping WordArt titles, low-res media, and
neon colors, the site serves as a precursor to the
Easter eggs scattered throughout the movie.
As the first Marvel movie since the passing
of Stan Lee in November, the regular intro
sequence of heroes was replaced with clips of
Stan Lee in his many MCU cameos. The actual
cameo of Lee in the first quarter of the movie is
a touching one.
While die-hard fans of the MCU will enjoy
several backstory revelations, especially
surrounding a certain eye-patch-wearing
S.H.I.E.L.D. agent, newcomers to Marvel will
still find it enjoyable.
Captain Marvel, the 21st Marvel Cinematic
Universe (MCU) movie is the first to either

feature a female lead or have a female director.
With its March 8th release date falling on
International Women’s Day, Captain Marvel
endeavors to make up for lost time. Up to this
point, Marvel has been slow to release a femaleled movie in the MCU. DC beat Marvel to the
punch with Wonder Woman in June of 2017.
Blowing away past box office records and
landing in the atmosphere, Captain Marvel
reached 6th place in biggest grossing openings
worldwide at just under $457 million. At its
third week with $760 million global gross,
Captain Marvel seems poised to reach a billion
by the end of its showing. Additionally, the
movie is the third highest grossing film directed
by a female in recorded history.
Overall, Captain Marvel stuck the superhero
landing in theaters and is a great movie for new
fans and die-hards alike.
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Panama City Beach - reaching out to the spring breakers
Haemi Kim -- Staff Writer

This year, PLIA boasted 16 different sites,
including new sites such as Panama City Beach
(PCB), Florida. PCB is known for attracting
college students to come party over spring
break. Many of these students are hurting and
searching for meaning.
Seven Dordt students went to PCB, along with
one Dordt faculty member and his family, with
the goal of sharing the gospel and evangelizing
spring breakers. This group joined other college
students to serve in an organization called
Beach Reach, where evangelism takes the form
of free night van rides and morning pancakes.
After driving 13 hours to Memphis, Tennessee,
and then eight hours to Panama City Beach,
Florida, Dordt students arrived at Laguna
Beach Christian Retreat. The Beach Reach
started on Saturday, March 9th and kicked off
with an opening session to welcome students,
including a short worship and prayer walk. The
main purpose of prayer walks is for students to
become familiar with what they are going to
experience throughout the week and to pray for
the people and places they will interact with.
On Sunday, after breakfast and a short
message, an orientation outlined what was
going to happen during the week, which
included pancakes, street ministry, van ministry,
base ministry, prayer ministry and disaster relief
ministry. The group went out on the PCB strips
again to distribute cards that advertised the free
van rides and pancake breakfast.

A couple of group members then went on
the navigator’s meeting to learn navigation
for the van rides. After dinner, all the students
came together for worship and a message that
encouraged the group to think about not only
the transformation of those being reached, but
also for the group reaching out. Starting from
9:00 p.m. through 2:00 a.m., the group divided
into van ministry and street ministry to start
their first assignments.
Monday through Thursday followed a similar
daily pattern. Starting at 10:00 a.m., the group
got ready to go to the arcade in town where the
free pancake breakfast was served. Each group
had their own shift. The PLIA group, when it
was their shift, divided the roles of holding
signs, pouring syrup and cleaning up, joined by
other students who were distributing pancakes,
welcoming vistors at the door, wearing pancake
costumes, etc. When the group was not on their
shift, they attended the breakfast to talk to the
various spring breakers, Beach Reacher’s,
locals.
Because of recent Hurricane Michael which
hit Panama City, Beach Reach also had a shift
of students cross the bridge to help out with
disaster relief. The PLIA group went to three
different schools on two different days, where
they helped remove litter and do gardening.
After dinner, worship started again, along
with the van and street ministries, with students
switching up their roles each night. When the
van picked up passengers, groups sitting in
each row had conversations to share the love

Photo by Darling Hernandez
of Christ. However, because of the different
reactions that people had, the PLIA group tried
not to force the conversation but still aimed to
ask the spring breakers a lot of questions.
When the time was right, they talked about the
love of Christ. As the night went on and more
drunk students were on the streets, vans were
called and students were walked to their hotels
by street teams to ensure their safety.
Some nights, the group joined the prayer
ministry where half of the night, instead of
going out, they stayed in the chapel and prayed
for the different van and street ministries. This

group watched the live feed of prayer requests
and van rides.
“I came away with a better understanding of
God’s love,” sophomore Colton Ott said. “He
wants all people to come to Him, not just the
people society would say you can talk to. That
means going to the drug addicts, alcoholics,
hard partiers, and the homeless, and spreading
God’s love to them. It’s also a lesson in trust:
that God will watch over us and use what we
say to further His kingdom. To quote the first
night, ‘God has spoken before through an ass,
and He probably will again tonight.’”

Diary of a first-time PLIA leader PLIA at New Orleans
Ben Boersma -- Staff Writer

Photo by Jena Schouten
Day 1:
We spent Friday and Saturday on the road and
made it to Inez, Kentucky. Both churches we
went to on Sunday had members who lost loved
ones, and the pastors were willing to speak
to their situations instead of sticking to their
sermons. A lot of us were very surprised at how
open the people were with each other.
We worked with an organization called
Appalachia Reach Out (ARO). They have a
thrift store, food pantry and living space for the
teams they bring in each year. They’re planning
on adding space for an addiction recovery
center on the campus as well. Dwayne Mills
is the new executive director of ARO. He took
over near the end of last year.
Inez is the seat of Martin County, Kentucky.
It’s in one of the poorest counties in the United
States—a center of the recent opioid crisis. A
couple miles west of ARO, President Lyndon
Johnson once stood on the porch of a nearby
house and declared his “war on poverty.” It’s
been 50 years since then, but not much has
changed. Most of these people have been on
government support since the coal mines shut
down several years ago. The main sources of
income are the school districts and the federal
prison.
Day 2:
We did a lot of cleanup jobs around ARO.
We spent most of the morning at the thrift
store, cleaning and sorting supplies, some light
landscaping and stuff like that.
Mills had to leave due to the passing of his
in-laws, so Bill and Jana Zuidema helped us get
started. They took us into Inez for ice cream that
evening. About half of us tried the specialty:
fried Oreo sundae.
Day 3:
Everyone worked in the thrift store, sorting
out seasonal products to make room for summer
stuff. We finished cleaning out the garage in the
afternoon.

In the evening, we helped serve dinner at the
Baptist church and then went to their service for
recovering addicts. That was an eye-opener: all
these people struggling with addictions and all
of us with vices of our own, and we’re all at
varying stages of recovery.
Day 4:
We tutored in the local elementary schools in
the morning. I was glad we had three education
majors on the team, because those kids almost
wore me out. Thoe kids really wanted to learn,
but the education system is keeping them from
doing as well as they could. There just aren’t
enough teachers or people to invest in these
kids’ lives outside the classroom.
That afternoon we helped out at a church
youth group. Nine-square, basketball, and
dodgeball were the popular games.
We burned some of the wood we’d collected
earlier that week and joined together in prayer
and song for the people on the team, as well as
for the people of Inez. By the time we all made
it to bed, it was three in the morning.
Day 5:
Thursday was our last day. Emotions still ran
a little high, but overall, everyone appeared
pretty joyful. We tutored in the schools again:
half in the elementary school, half in the middle
school.
That afternoon, we joined the rest of the
team and tutored in the high school. We had
everything from history to algebra. Each of us
chose our college specialty.
That evening, we went to a nearby country
music museum and listened to live bluegrass
music. Some that spoke of the hard times these
people have experienced, some that shared the
hope found in Christ. Those of us who knew
how to dance joined some of the locals and the
other youth groups for some of the songs.
Mills met us back at ARO that evening and
debriefed us. The education majors seemed
excited at the teaching opportunities, but also
annoyed at an education system that teaches for
standards rather than caring about the students.
One of our teammates said she was considering
coming back to Inez to teach.
We’ve grown close as a team over the week.
We laughed, cried, sang, prayed and even
danced together—sometimes all in the span
of 30 minutes. We shared insights into what
God’s love should look like — how, in spite of
the hopelessness we saw, no one is outside the
reach of God.

Rochelle VanderHelm -- Staff Writer

New Orleans doesn’t feel like America.
Looking out from the Café Beignet, there is the
cobblestone street that barely makes room for
two cars before it juts straight up into the French
architecture, with Spanish-style wrought iron
and a live jazz band bouncing in the corner.
They put chicory in the coffee here, and Sarah
Goyne reflects on how strong it is. She’ll be
bouncing off the walls late into the night. When
the New Orleans team leaves downtown, they
reach the Lake Pontchartrain Causeway, the
longest bridge in the world. It’s 23.83 miles
long. Reach Global Crisis Response is on
the other side of that bridge, in the town of
Covington.
Every day, the team drove about an hour to
reach their job site. There, the task of rebuilding
a home destroyed by hurricane Katrina awaited
them. A subfloor needed to be built, the
windows replaced, doorframes put in and holes
filled with cement.
“It was hard to walk in and see the house like
that,” said Mika de Vin, a Junior Education
major on the team. It had been 13 years since
Katrina, and Shirley Rose Leonard had not
lived in her own home since then.
Although rebuilding homes was a priority for
the team, the greatest focus was to rebuild lives.
Part of this was doing “prayer walks,” where a
group of three to five people would walk around
the community and pray for it. They talked to

people and prayed together.
“It isn’t so much about the work as it is the
relationships,” sophomore Hailey Pullman said.
She describes talking with locals, hearing their
stories about life in New Orleans and praying
for them.
The team had stayed in a warehouse, tucked
away behind a church and a grove of trees. One
night, everyone was sleeping soundly except
leader Sarah Goyne, who lay awake. The door
to the girls’ bedroom opened slowly and three
hooded figures appeared in the entry. They
were whispering.
“What are the boys doing up here?” Goyne
thought.
“Can I help you?” she asked.
The figures pitched around and scrambled
down the stairs, letting the door swing shut in
the dark. Goyne began to shake.
“Hailey, I need you to wake up. There were
three men in our room,” she whispered.
Pullman began to shake.
What was
happening?
Called the boys. They didn’t answer. Were
they okay? Call 911. Were the men still here?
“Hailey, check the window, see if anyone is
here,”
Pullman crept over to the window, heart
thudding in her ears, her shaking hands gripping
a muffled light. There was a vehicle down
there. The door was open.
Pullman and Goyne whispered together.
Continued on page 8
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Christina Edmonson
speaks at First Mondays
Justin Banks -- Staff Writer
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Earlier this month, Dordt welcomed Christina
Edmondson to campus as a First Monday
speaker. Edmondson took her audience on a
journey that caused many to ponder her topic:
“Can Rotten Roots Be Redeemed?”
She suggested that time is not the remedy
for the sins of the past; rather, each of us
is called to enact neighborly love to one
another. Edmondson claims that the basis of
the Christian faith is grounded in a belief of
the past, yet people are quick to disregard our
nation’s historical past out of a fear of damaging

the credibility of the church.
Edmondson spoke about how sin pulls
back our thoughts about human indignity,
referencing a letter written by George Whitfield
in the 1700s. She used Whitfield as an example
of how cultural norms can sometimes override a
person’s religious views, causing them to be out
of step with the gospel.
At the end of the day, she said, this nation
is governed and inhabited by religious people
who practice both idolatry and faith in Jesus.
This country pushes people towards selfactualization, and over time people have lost
focus of what really matters: learning about
God in order to learn to serve others.
Edmondson pointed to historical documents
used to justify slavery. One document stated
that slavery was a way for black people to learn
about Jesus. She also mentioned that Ethiopia,
one country where slaves were taken from, is
and has been a Christian nation.
“The injustice and dehumanization of black
people was worth it to fund George Whitefield’s
orphanage,” she said, referencing a letter
written by Whitefield.
Using the historical examples of slavery
and the treatment of African Americans in
this country, she challenged her audience to
be comfortable with being able to identify the
wrongs that exist in this culture, both in the past
and present.
“We are responsible for the deeds of the past
when we defend them,” she said.
In the conclusion of her talk, Edmondson
said Christians are called to be “salt that slows
down corruption instead of being the face of
corruption.” It is Christ that redeems rotten
roots through the power of love.
Love, according to Edmondson, is the key
to solving many of the problems that exist in
America.

Changes coming to the Signet
Joshua Meribole -- Staff Writer

Over the years, many departments at Dort
have taken on the Signet, with the most recent
being the marketing department. Next school
year, though, the art department will take on the
responsibility.
Upper-level graphic design students will
be designing and producing the Signet over
the course of a year, as an official class. Art
professor Vaughn Donahue says the Signet was
not really a marketing piece because it is for the
internal community at Dordt. Decisions are still
being made to what the course will look like.
“It’s going to be a yearbook made by students
for students,” Donahue said. “It will hopefully
be a piece that will be appreciated by the campus
community.”
Prior to the decision of giving the Signet to
the art department, people debated whether the

publication would be physically printed or not.
Donahue advocated for it to be in print.
“The two times in life that a yearbook is fun
to look at is the day you get it and then 20 years
down the road when your kids find it and see
what kind of crazy hair you had,” Donahue said.
Next year, the students working on the
yearbook will be looking at making the it more
engaging and appealing. Donahue says this
will give students the opportunity to work on
bigger, longer projects in which they have to
collaborate to create a final product.
In the past, the Signet has been taken up by
the Communication and Marketing department,
the English department, and the Art department.
According to Jamin Van Vielde, when
the Marketing department got the Signet,
interns over the summer were responsible for
publishing.

Opinion: new weight
room could use some
work
Alex Van Den Top -- Staff Writer

Cards on the table: I am not a workout
junkie by any stretch of the imagination. But
I am trying to get in a little better shape for a
Disney trip that I have coming up in May. And
if anyone thinks they’re going to cut in front of
my 9-year old cancer surviving nephew, they’re
catching a body.
Anyways.
I haven’t done weight training since the whole
“renovation” thing, and I am a little curious to
see what has changed. My curiosity is soon met
with a sorry excuse of a renovation.
Curiosity is replaced with frustration. A lot of
it.
Unless you like lifting at ungodly times of the
day (6 a.m. or 10 at night, which is sometimes
what works best for the schedule), you’re more
than likely going to be waiting for a machine,
bench, area to lift, place to breathe, personal
space, etc. What used to be diversified foot
traffic to two locations—the main facility by the
desk and the weight lifting area at the south end
of the Rec Center—has been merged into one
uncomfortable, sweaty mosh pit between the
times of 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. at the main facility.
The “beach” (the south end weight area) is all
but gone and has some sitting benches spread
out over way too much space, which means
everyone who wants to weight train is corralled
into one area. But hey, at least the athletes get
their own space to do athlete things, right?
Right!?

Not so much the case.
I have heard multiple complaints by commongoers of the Rec Center that the football,
baseball, fill in the blank, are usually loud and
disruptive for people just trying to get a run in
on the treadmill. Hey, if you don’t like noise,
don’t go to a rec center. But then I went. Football
players can be seen frequenting the machine
room. For the few of you who don’t know,
that room is adjacent to the main weightlifting
area. Members of the community and everyday
students do cardio on the ellipticals, treadmills
and stuff in there. And then various athletes
come through, weigh themselves, flex their guns
in the mirrors, scream and hype themselves up.
Athlete things. In the non-athlete exercise area.
I can see why people aren’t impressed.
Yes, I get that we’re kind of in the transition
phase of the renovation, and that means some
discomfort, but I’m angry about it and I get
in the Rec Center for free. Some community
members have to pay to use the rec center, and
they definitely got the short end of the stick. A
new area is going up for student-athletes only,
and oh, by the way, you get the leftovers. Not
cool.
It isn’t difficult to order more equipment. It
isn’t difficult to set it up. Yes, it costs money.
People pay money to be there. Respect the
community enough to at least put a freaking $17
scale in the athlete weight room so people can
run on the treadmill in peace. Have the decency
to put in at least the minimum amount of effort.

(cont.) faith, family, football
Continued from page 1
loving and having random dance parties…
but then also being very intentional and
speaking truth over Zion and reading scripture
and praying with Zion.”
In the west end of Student Services, Sam
Ashmore’s office remains largely empty. A
small blue couch and chair sit in a corner where
Sam meets with students and faculty to discuss
small groups, mission trips and other spiritual
matters. A ceramic clown from his late grandma,
a stuffed koala bear given as a Valentine’s Day
present from Zion and a talking Jesus doll Sam
bought at Wal-Mart 10 years ago perch upon a
tall bookshelf next to his desk.
“Part of my goal is to be in my office as little
as possible,” Sam said. “I kind of like to let it
marinate and add things as I see fit.”
One of the individuals Sam meets with
regularly is junior theology major Tom Oord,
who recalls Sam reaching out to him during
Sam’s first week on campus.
“He’s the guy. He’s the presence that Dordt’s

campus needs,” Oord said.
As Discipleship Coordinator, Sam wants to
help students trust and believe in the grace of
Jesus to the extent that they feel comfortable
sharing their difficult circumstances with each
other.
“My heart for discipleship on Dordt’s
campus is to create a culture of brokenness and
vulnerability in a community of grace,” Sam
said. This desire also comes with the difficulty
of bearing people’s burdens.
“Sometimes that can be heavy,” Sam said.
“And it’s beautiful. It’s one of the best parts
about the job.”
In the future, Sam and Gale wish to take their
heart for ministry and plant a church together.
Currently both enrolled in seminary, the
Ashmores are balancing their studies, jobs and
family life.
“It’s been this process of receiving from the
Lord,” Gale said. “The Ashmores are very
humbled to be a part of Dordt again.”

Benitez named as top engineering student
Joshua Meribole -- Staff Writer

Jose Benitez Benitez, a Dordt civil engineering
student, was one of ten engineering students
named “the new faces of engineering” in 2018
by the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE).
The award looked for undergraduates who
had interesting personal engineering stories,
are enrolled in a college-level engineering
curriculum, have a GPA above 3.0, are members
of the ASCE and present leadership qualities
and experience.
Jose heard about the award opportunity
during his internship at Apex Design in Denver
and applied for it around September. He got a
response in February.
“We can actually do it as Dordt students,”
Benitez said. He believes Dordt Engineering

students are very confident and that if more
were to apply, they could also receive the
award. He also says Dordt students are good at
asking questions and knowing where to find the
answers.
Benitez’s passion for engineering began when
he was young. His mother wanted to be an
engineer when she was younger. In his award
application, he wrote that when they visited the
national University of Asuncion, his mom told
him, “The last time I was here, I left with tears
knowing that I would never be able to be an
engineer.”
Furthermore, his sister went to study
engineering in Taiwan, which prove to be an
uphill battle for her, too.
“She’s a girl, she not supposed to study
engineering, she’s not supposed to travel,”
Benitez said. However, she battled against it

and went on to study. This inspired Benitez.
He hopes to go back to his home country
Paraguay to help using engineering, a skill that
is desperately needed. He wants to go into Urban
Development, specifically transportation, a field
that looks toward the future and thinks about
going from one point to another, according to
Benitez.
“The less time you spend on the road, the less
likely you are to get in a car accident,” Benitez
said. A company he interned for had to deal
with new technology. Furthermore, he says that
transportation has reached a point where bigger
roads are no longer the solution.
In Paraguay, Benitez says they have to deal
with political and social issues when it comes
to building roads in the long term, as many
factors may disrupt projects or make them more
expensive than they need to be.

“I read something, that Elon musk was sending
a car to space for $90 million. This project, in
total, had cost $190 million” Benitez said about
a bus lane in Paraguay.
Benitez plans to continue working for Apex
Design after graduation.
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Dordt baseball takes a spring Indoor track Nationals warmbreak trip to the desert
up
Caleb Pollema -- Staff Writer

Contributed Photo
The Defenders’ baseball team made the annual
27-hour bus trip to Tucson, Arizona, on March
7th for a week of games in the desert.
For many of the players, this is a chance to
experience a part of the country they have never
seen before and share quality time outside of
baseball with their teammates.
“I really enjoyed getting to play a lot of games
in a short time,” sophomore pitcher AJ Bosscher
said. “It was great getting to spend time with
guys outside of baseball without our normal
school routine.”
The team arrived on Friday evening and began
games with a pair of nine-inning contests on
Saturday. The Defenders fell to Jamestown in
a non-conference matchup by a final score of
4-13.
The second game of the day proved to be
better for the Defenders as senior Luke Drooger

led the team to a 16-9 victory over Mayville
State with an outstanding performance on the
mound.
The Defenders resumed action on the
following Monday with two more nonconference games. Dordt fell to Southwest
Minnesota State, an NCAA Division II school,
in a hotly contested matchup by a final of 3-6.
However, Dordt rebounded later that day
as the bats came to life in a 14-8 victory over
Nebraska Wesleyan.
While set to play another doubleheader on
Tuesday against Lourdes University, the games
were canceled as rain hit the Tucson area late
Monday night and into Tuesday morning.
This left the Defenders in a unique situation
with two off days in a row, since Wednesday
had already been scheduled as a free day.
Dordt would then turn their attention to a
four-game series to open GPAC play in the
desert against Morningside College.
The Defenders opened the series with a
back and forth loss on Thursday afternoon by
a final of 5-8. The next two games proved to
be difficult as Dordt failed to produce any runs
in back-to-back shutout losses by a final of 0-9
and 0-4.
They didn’t capitalize on an early 4-0 lead in
the fourth and final game of the series and fell
by a final of 4-7.
Despite the losses, many players got the
opportunity to see collegiate action for the first
time.
“It was a great experience to be a part of, and
I loved playing with all my friends after a long
winter,” freshman pitcher Logan Horne said. “It
was very exciting getting to play college ball
for the first time.”
Dordt will return to action on March 22 with
a doubleheader at Dakota Wesleyan, followed
by their home opener this Saturday afternoon
against Doane University. The doubleheader
will begin at 1:00 p.m.

Sawyer Strelnieks -- Staff Writer

Many Dordt Track and Field athletes finished
their indoor season a couple weeks ago
with a trip to the NAIA indoor nationals at
SDSU. Everyone on Dordt’s team saw steady
improvement in their events leading up to the
nationals meet.
The men’s 4x800m relay team finished in
second place with a time of 7:43.42.
Senior Ike VanKempen had his best weight
throw of the year at nationals, placing fourth
with a distance of 19.01m.
Junior Matthew Van Eps finished 5th in the
600m run with a time of 1:19.16.
Freshman Eric Steiger finished 8th in the
5,000m run with a time of 15:07.52.
Senior Joscelyn Wind competed in the Indoor
Pentathlon and scored 3,070 points in her
events.
“Even at nationals, when only a few people
were running, there were still 20 or so
teammates who spent most of their afternoon
and night driving to come support those who
were racing, and it was incredibly humbling,”
Steiger said. “It’s truly amazing how supportive
the Dordt track team is to one another, and it
really shows a lot about the team’s character.”
With the indoor season now in the rearview
mirror, the Dordt track team has begun training
for the outdoor season. Some athletes began
training during spring break as soon as nationals
were over. Others took the week off to rest and

mentally prepare for the next stretch of outdoor
practices and meets.
“It is always fun to run with friends that push
you to compete and train your best,” Van Eps
said. “Outdoor season is definitely easier on
your body, and, after seeing the same walls and
being cooped up all winter, it is definitely time
to run outside.”
The outdoor season is a continuation of
the indoor season for most athletes, as they
continue to get faster and stronger through
training for their events that carry over into the
outdoor season.
“Preparation for the meets involves working
as much technical improvement as we can
during the practices, and then staying as strong
and explosive as we can with lifting and
workouts, timing them appropriately so I’m
recovered and fresh at the meets,” VanKempen
said. “It’s awesome to see how confidence and
performance levels rise throughout the season
as we compete and put in work.”
The Dordt Track team is looking forward to a
great outdoor season as they continue to build
on their indoor season.
“I think the team will do great things this
year, and I couldn’t be happier to have my last
outdoor season with this team,” said Wind.
Athletes are biting at the bit to get outside and
compete after a long and cold winter here in
northern Iowa. Dordt’s first outdoor track meet
this year is scheduled for March 22 in Wayne,
Nebraska, as long as the weather cooperates.

Defender softball heads to
Tucson for spring break
Caleb Pollema -- Staff Writer

March Madness preview
Sam Landstra -- Staff Writer

Although March 20 marks the official start
of spring, nothing quite signals the change of
seasons like the opening weekend of March
Madness. The electric atmosphere of the
survive-and-advance tournament awakens the
earth from its wintery slumber.
Over 50 million Americans will fill out more
than 70 million brackets this year and bet more
than 8.5 billion dollars on their college basketball
knowledge, according to the American Gaming
Association (AGA). Dordt Dining is sponsoring
a campus-wide March Madness bracket again
this year with a TV as a grand prize. From the
First Four to the Final Four, an approximately
97 million Americans tuned in during the threeweek tournament last year. March Madness
brings together sports fans and non-sports fans
alike with a power at par to the Super Bowl.
Perennial powerhouse Duke stands as the
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favorite to win the tournament with 11/5 odds.
Although the Blue Devils lost three of their last
six games without an injured Zion Williamson,
the highly-touted freshman returned for the
ACC Championship to defeat fellow 1-seed
North Carolina. Other popular picks to win it
all include 1-seeds Virginia and Gonzaga, and
2-seeds Kentucky and Michigan State.
Fresh off Big 10 regular season and
tournament championships, many experts
believed Michigan State to be a favorite for a
1-seed. However, despite possessing the most
Quadrant 1 wins in the country, the Spartans
were given a 2-seed in Duke’s bracket.
Controversy aside, the opening weekend
of March Madness is slated to have some
exciting storylines. Following the Tuesday and
Wednesday play-in games, action tips off at
11:15 a.m. on Thursday with 10-seed Minnesota
facing 7-seed Louisville. Thursday also
showcases the matchup between Ja Morant’s
Murray State Racers against Markus Howard’s
Marquette Golden Eagles. The two guards have
exhibited some of the most explosive play seen
this season, and their faceoff promises to be
arguably the best of the tournament.
On Friday, Virginia looks to bounce back
from their historic loss to 16-seed UMBC last
season with a matchup against Gardner-Webb,
another 16-seed.
Early predictions for Cinderella teams include
7-seed Wofford and 14-seed Yale. The Terriers
boast a 20-game win streak led by senior guard
Fletcher Magee, who is poised to break the
record for made three pointers in NCAA history.
For Yale, the Bulldogs are looking to continue
their momentum from defeating Harvard in the
Ivy League championship and upset an LSU
team plagued by distractions from allegations
against their coach.
As a gentle reminder, the odds of picking a
perfect bracket are 1 in 9.2 quintillion.
Let the madness begin.

The Dordt College softball team headed to
Tucson, Arizona, for a week of games over their
spring break to play nine games in the desert.
Over the course of the trip, the weather played
a factor and canceled some of their games.
Ironic, especially considering that the trip is
designed to find a warmer and more temperate
climate in which to play compared to that of
Northwest Iowa.
The Defenders headed into the trip with a 2-4
record and would go 4-5 in the nine games they
played.
Dordt started with two games on Saturday,
which they split. The first game of the day led
to a 5-2 victory over Benedictine-Mesa, with
Tianna Soodsma bringing a strong performance
for the Defenders in the circle.
The second game of the day would be a tough
pill to swallow, as the Defenders fell in extra
innings by a final score of 3-4 to St. Francis.
The Defenders played a doubleheader and
dropped both games. Their first loss came to
Viterbo by a final of 4-5. The second loss came
to Valley City State in a shutout by a final of 0-8.
The Defenders’ games on Tuesday and
Wednesday was canceled due to rain in the
Tucson area. This came as a disappointment to
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the Defenders, especially after the long bus trip
out to the desert.
“Even though we had some weather that put
us on hold for a few days, we really improved
this week,” sophomore pitcher Natalie Vos said.
“We played some tough teams but kept pushing
on.”
Dordt resumed play on Thursday with three
games. The Defenders won the first two games
4-2 and 4-1. The third and final game of the day
resulted in a blowout loss with a final of 2-10 to
Olivet Nazarene.
The final two games of the trip would result
in a split for the Defenders. Dordt would drop
the first game to Graceland by a final of 3-4
and the final game of the trip would result in a
victory for the Defenders with a 5-3 win over
Saint Xavier.
“Beating Saint Xavier in the bottom of the 7th
inning with a walk-off home run and ending
their 10-0 winning streak was definitely the best
part of the week,” sophomore outfielder Jessica
Oules said.
The Defenders returned home this week
with a doubleheader against Northwestern
on Wednesday and a doubleheader against
Jamestown on Friday.
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Opinion: mission trips don’t have to be long distance
Evangeline Colarossi -- Staff Writer

What’s the point of a mission trip? Is it to
bring the gospel to third world countries?
Maybe it’s just to learn what it means to serve
wholeheartedly and show the love of Christ, to
offer help wherever it’s needed.
But what if we begin to ignore the mission
opportunities already around us, just so we
have an excuse to travel somewhere where new
problems need to be solved?
During high school, I was blessed with the
opportunity to go on 4 different mission trips.
What I want to tell you is that I loved each of
those mission trips for different reasons. But I
don’t want for you to think that they were lifechanging experiences just because they were
labeled as mission trips.
The first was a week long and took place at
a Christian summer camp in Colorado. The
second took me to various places and states:
a preschool in Lawrence, Kansas, only 200
miles from where I lived; a park in Nebraska

City, where my family went hiking several
years in a row; and a flooded house in Kearny,
Missouri. The third took place in Medicine
Lodge, Kansas, months after a wildfire. The
fourth took me to Haiti, finally out of the
states—everyone’s ideal mission trip, right?
But what makes a mission trip a Mission Trip?
The word “mission” is defined as “an
important assignment, a calling, to go out and
spread the news.” That says nothing about being
in the dirty shacks of a village, holding onto
kids of a different ethnicity, or digging a well
in Africa.
PLIA can be a mission trip, but so can my
walk to the commons. So can your trek to the
library, grocery store, or grandparents’ house.
The distance isn’t what matters. What matters
is the amount of mission trips we pass by on
a daily basis simply because they don’t take us
anywhere exciting.
Sometimes it’s easier to serve and love people
when you feel as though you are the only one
to help them, but the truth is, sometimes you

aren’t.
Those people that I met in Haiti could have
been helped by anyone— they didn’t need a
bunch of teenagers from Kansas. The summer
camp in Colorado could have been helped by
a more local youth group. The flooded home
owners in Missouri could have been found by
someone else. I learned so much from being
able to help in those different situations, but that
doesn’t mean that those were the only places I
could have been helping.
However, a girl who struggles with anxiety
that I have never once asked to eat lunch with
me— that’s the mission trip I’ve been avoiding.
So is the person across the hall from me who
just needs someone to look over their paper
before they submit it, and maybe pray for peace.
I may not be the only person to reach out to
those people either, but if I recognize that I can
help, not to do so would be wrong. If I’m given
an opportunity to show Christ’s love, what
reason do I have not to? How can I say that I
am living for the purpose of loving when I am
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ignoring those around me who need the love of
God just as much as the little kids in Haiti did?
On the last day of a mission trip, one of my
teammates said, “We’re Christians, and this is
how we live.” Those were simple words coming
out of the mouth of a 16-year-old. Those words
are now written in the back of my Bible and
have shaken my mindset since the moment he
said them. I don’t want to try and explain what
those words mean, because frankly, I can’t do
them justice. Instead, let them sink into your
heart and ask God what it means to live that
way.
Every day of your life is a mission trip. Treat
it with as much concern and diligence as you’d
treat one that took you to visit strangers hundreds
of miles away. And if you see me living my life
in a way that doesn’t reflect what I’ve just said,
call me out. As Christians, we should live for
the purpose of making Heaven more crowded—
whether those souls come from halfway around
the world or from your own dorm room.

WORKPLACE

When: April 9, 2019 - 7:00 PM
Where: CL 1144/1148
Hosted by Dordt Communication Club
Cookies and beverages provided

Working in the #MeToo movement era
Appropriate conduct in the workplace
Billy Graham Rule – Smart/safe and/or discriminatory against women in the workplace
Question and answer session with audience

CATHERINE BLOOM
Catherine Bloom is the Chief
Financial Officer at Interstates. She
has 20 years of experience in the
accounting and marketing fields.
Catherine previously worked for
Ernst & Young and DuPont Pioneer.
Catherine enjoys asking questions to
challenge the status quo and pursue
a better way. She believes each
employee is equipped with unique
skills and experiences, and enjoys
helping individuals tap into their
talents to reach their full potential.
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Teresa Ter Haar is in her 14th year
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years, serving at both Trinity Christian
College and Calvin College before
joining the Theatre Arts Department
at Dordt. In addition to serving as
a faculty member and directing
theatre productions, she also
serves as Chair of the Theatre Arts
Department and as Division Chair for
the Fine Arts and Communication.
Teresa’s husband, Dan Young, is on
the faculty at Northwestern College,
and their two girls (11 and 8) attend
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Mr. Randy Ten Pas is in his 13th
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He also taught in the physical
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He
received
his
bachelor’s
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Dordt College. Mr. Ten Pas
earned a master’s degree
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the University of Northern
Iowa and later his master’s
degree in administration
from the University of Sioux
Falls. He has been married
for 22 years to Kristi, who
also teaches at Hull Christian
School.
They have three
daughters, ages 16, 14 and
10.

Kari Sandouka has been fortunate to be involved with
technology for the past few
years. She spent a few years
assisting engineers in the
Space Shuttle program and
now works alongside students.

EMILY TUSCHEN
Emily Tuschen is a Co-Chief
Executive Officer of Promise
Community Health Center in
Sioux Center, Iowa. A nurse
by trade with over a decade
of experience in different
facets of healthcare including emergency care, labor &
delivery, postpartum, medical/surgical, clinic management, and operations. Now
Emily specializes in clinical
program development and
is passionate about patient
service and advocacy. Emily
is responsible for integration
of services, quality improvement, and current expansion
efforts within the health center. When she isn’t working,
you will find Emily loving on
her 3 favorite little humans.

PLIA New Orleans
Continued from page 5
“Okay we need to pray.”
“I heard voices in our room and I wasn’t
imagining it,” whispered Goyne.
Another of the girls woke up.
“Dear God, keep us safe, keep the boys safe,”
she prayed.
Pullman crept back to the window.
“They’re still here. The men are still here.”
“We need to wake the other girls. Grab
something hard. We need to be ready if they
come back,” whispered the other team member.
“You need to wake up. The police are
coming, but there were men in our room. They
are still here. They are downstairs somewhere.
You need to get up.”
Goyne frantically whispered to the 911

operator. “There are five girls upstairs, please
come quick… They’re still here…When will
you be here? Please come quick… We don’t
know if the boys are okay… When will you be
here?”
Silence. Huddled in a corner, they prayed.
“God keep us safe. Change their hearts, God.
Keep the officers safe.”
It was so quiet. Where were they? Were they
downstairs? Would they come back up? What
did they want?
“The police are here,” Goyne said.
The police came and cleared all the rooms.
The boys were sleeping soundly in their beds
downstairs. Two hours later, three teenagers
were caught with a stolen car. They had taken
nothing from the warehouse. They had only

clipped the wires in one of the pickups and
broken the back window of another.
“The girls’ room looked kind of like an office,
and we think they came up to look for car keys,”
said one of the team members.
The break-in was a defining moment for the
team.
“I kept thinking, ‘Okay Hailey, you’ve
learned so much this past week. This is when
the rubber meets the road,’” Pullman said.
It was a growing experience, and God was
faithful. He comforted the nerves of the girls as
they sat trembling in the corner, and he granted
protection over the whole team. PLIA New
Orleans will never forget the people they met,
the relationships and homes they built and the
never-ending love of God.
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